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By Richard
Hedderman

Many queries came in from all
corners of New England regarding long-term stage combat
training. Unfortunately, there
remain few venues for sustained
fight training in this region outside of courses offered in a
handful of college theatre programs. That said, Allen
Suddeth's National Fight
Directors Training Program met
with success once again at
Maine's Celebration Barn
Theatre. Interest persists in
organizing a New England
Regional Workshop modeled on
such programs as the Summer
Sling and Winter Wonderland
Workshop. While the interest is
lively, synthesizing the whole
idea, and getting it up and running is the hard part.
CT Bob Walsh continues as an
Artist-in-Residence with the
MFA Theatre program at
Brandeis University, assisted by
Advanced/Actor Combatant and
New England Rep Richard

Hedderman. Bob also resumed
teaching at Boston University
taking over for CT Ted Sharon
who has moved on. This summer, Bob played Exeter and
directed fights for Henry V with
the Commonwealth Shakespeare
Company. CT Robert Westley
is also at BU, pursuing a graduate degree in Movement.
Actor/Combatant Paul Ugalde
worked steadily in his home turf
of Vermont directing fights for
Romeo & Juliet and for The
Illusion at Middlebury College.
His next project is to direct and
fight-direct I Hate Hamlet.
In Connecticut, Advanced
Actor/Combatant Matt Greene
directed fights for Credeaux
Canvas at TheaterWorks in
Hartford, and West Side Story
and The Rivals at the Hartt
School, also in Hartford.
In March Richard Hedderman
once again assisted FD David
Brimmer on Romeo & Juliet at
North Shore Music Theatre,
near Boston, and returned in
May as Fight Director on the
regional theatre premiere of
Ragtime. Some of his other
recent fight credits include
Much Ado About Nothing with
Sleepy Lion Theatre, Cymbeline
for the University of New
Hampshire, and Sleuth at
Po1iland Stage Company.
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By Dan
O'Driscoll

A fun time was had by all at the
3rd Annual Philadelphia Stage
Combat Workshop (Sept. 28th
and 29th), better known as the
'Philly Cheese Steak'! CT/FD
Payson Burt returned to his old
stomping grounds to join this
year's teaching staff for the first
time along with fellow first
timers CT/FD Michael Johnson
and CT Ian Rose. Returning
instructors this year were CT/FD
Jeff Jones, CT/FD Chuck
Conwell and CT/FD John
Bellomo. Classes were offered
in beginner, intermediate and
advanced levels ranging from
'Broadsword vs. Rapier and
Dagger' to 'Mambo Italiano' .
The Lady Cavaliers celebrated
the historical woman warrior
and the modern action heroine at
the 1st annual WOMEN-ATARMS FESTIVAL 2002 which
ran October 3rd - 6th in NYC.
Events included hands-on stage
combat workshops, lectures on
continued on page 2
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historical women warriors, the
screening of two original short
films, a panel discussion on the
strength of women in theater
today, and the performance of
five original shmi plays incorporating mask, mime, puppetry by
Drama of Works and of course,
lots of swordplay! Fight direction for the festival was provided
by Carrie Brewer, CT Nicole
Callender, CT/FD Ricki G.
Ravitts and Mark Silence and
involved cast members Barbara
Brandt, Carrie Brewer and
Denise Alessandria Hurd.
The Lady Cavaliers are now
accepting short action play and
short film submissions for the
2nd annual WOMEN-AT-ARMS
FESTIVAL 2003 to be held consecutively in New York City and
Los Angeles in the fall of 2003.
The selected short plays will be
produced as paii of the festival
and all winning playwrights will
be offered the opportunity to
work with the director, fight
director and cast during the
process of rehearsal. Go to The
Lady Cavaliers website (ladycavaliers.com) for submission information.
South East
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By John
Cashman
Greetings from the South Eastern
Region of the SAFD !

It is taking me some time to
familiarize myself with who is in
this new expanded region and
what folks are doing what and
where. I am still getting to know
everyone, but have proposed two
major endeavors to our membership. First is a Regional
Workshop in the South Eastern
Region, and second is our representation at the South Eastern
Theatre Conference. Early planning and researching of these
projects is proceeding. Certified
Teacher John Cashman is still
teaching quarterly workshops in
Orlando, FL and doing freelance
Fight Direction. He will be
increasing those weekend workshops to bi-monthly starting in
2003. Fight Director Scot J.
Mann is currently teaching
Combat at the Alabama
Shakespeare Festival and will
serve as a visiting instructor for
The Asolo Conservatory and the
University of South Carolina.
Choreography includes the
Alliance Theatre (Shakespeare's
R&J), Clarence Brown Theatre
(Romeo and Juliet), and the Food
Fight benefit in Atlanta, GA. The
Food Fight Benefit raised 600
pounds of food and 330 dollars
at the event itself, although tallies are not complete it is estimated that 300 pounds of food
were collected by participating
theatres, and GA Shakespeare
Fest "passed the hat" for over a
thousand dollars in contributions
- over a single weekend! This
makes a total of 900 pounds of
food and $1330. Fight Director
Bruce Lecure recently completed a SPT test class for the

Historical Renaissance Society
of South Florida. He also assisted Fight Master David Leong on
the fights for R&J at the
Shakespeare Theatre in DC this
past winter. He will be stage
directing Park Your Car in
Harvard Yard at the Caldwell
Theatre Company in Boca Raton,
FL in January. Certified Teacher
Gina Cerimele-Mechley and
Fight Director John Bellomo
visited Fmi Lauderdale, FL this
past year teaching workshops for
the Fabulous Fable Facto1y, aka
The Royal Chessmen- a stage
combat group in South Florida
with many SAFD members.
Fight Master Drew Fracher is
visiting Manalapan, FL this
month directing at Florida Stage.
Great Lakes
Region
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By Jim Stark

SAFD members at all levels are
working hard in the GL region
and across the continent.
Tom Carr (A/C) recently choreographed the duel in Les
Liaisons Dangereuses for
Highland Repertory Theatre in
Asheville, NC. Brian
LeTraunik (Advanced A/C) is
choreographing The Pirates of
Penzance for Light Opera Works
in December 2002 and teaching
a knife class for Victory Gardens
Theatre Training Center in
continued on page 3
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January 2003. CT Bruce
Cromer has had an ongoing
partnership with FM Drew
Fracher, and writes: "I was his
Fight Captain (and Albany) in
King Lear at the Cincinnati
Playhouse, then he choreographed and directed me as
Macbeth at the Human Race
Theatre (in Dayton); and then he
did the fight direction for my
Barrymore in I Hate Hamlet at
the Victoria Theatre in Dayton .. .I
must add that it was an ideal situation for me to do actor/combatant work with a fight director
who's also an actor/director; the
fights were wonderful, but the
emphasis was on the acting." FD
Robin McFarquhar's recent
work includes ongoing teaching
at the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, and fights
for Steppenwolf: The Royal
Family, The Time ofyour Life,
and the premiere of Wendall
Greene, then for Chicago
Shakespeare Theatre: Richard II,
Julius Caesar, and Pacific
Overtures (which transfers to
London next year) and for the
Court Theatre: Hamlet and
Phedre in addition to another
summer season at Utah
Shakespeare. FM David
Woolley reports "Off to Texas to
teach single sword skills class at
UT Austin Masters program ...
(CT, SAFD Secretary) Angela
(Bonacasa, of course) overseeing my classes (and Johnny
Mac's) at Columbia, skills test at
CCC January 16 (6
weapons) ... Closed the 13th season (6 months) of The
Swordsmen with a two week run
at the Noble Fool Theater (down-

town Chicago ) ... fights for Xena
live! Episode 2 for About Face
Theater ... Cabaret, Fool for Love
at Columbia, will stage fights for
Vikings: A Musical in Two Axe!
for Noble Fool opening in
February... Did many adjudications over the summer...
Daniel Granke (A/C) reports on
a mysterious apparition on his
battlements: "A certain Mr. Erik
Fredrickson (co-Founder and
FM) is choreographing a production of Hamlet at the University
of Michigan, and I, Daniel
Granke, am serving as his assistant. I believe two members,
Christina Reynolds and David
Jones, are combatants."
Rich Rand choreographed
Purdue Theatre's The Tempest,
The Diviners and Big Love, and
taught mimetic work for their
production of Our Town.
John McFarland (Johnny Mac)
has been back on the boards lately, appearing this Christmas as
Daddy Warbucks in Annie, under
the direction of FM Richard
Raether at New American
Theatre in Rockford, IL. He then
returns to NAT as Athos in the
Three Musketeers joined by fellow Fight Directors Rikki
Ravitts as M'lady and Robert
'Tink' Tufftee as Rochfort. John
is currently scheduled to be
down in Kentucky this spring to
stage the fights for Daniel Boone
The Man & The Legend.
Regional Rep. Jim Stark is
seeking state reps in Indiana,
Ohio, Illinois, Michigan and
Wisconsin, as well as one or two
area reps for Chicago. If you're
interested, contact him by email:
stark@hanover.edu
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By Payson Burt

Although the SAFD has a limited membership in the region,
there is an active membership
constantly looking for further
education. I have personally
talked with over 10 members
who responded to my first
newsletter and have successfully
networked a number of them.
One of the most common questions asked is about renewing
their actor/combatant status.
Because of the limited number of
senior members in the area, a
good choice would be to attend a
SAFD regional or national workshop. Most Regional workshops
offer, as a part of their
Curriculum, a renewal opportunity. Check on the SAFD regional
workshops offered around the
country by going to the "Events"
page of the SAFD web site as
well as those listed in this issue.
Certified Teacher Donald
Preston continues to teach
through his company, [They
Fight], where they offer ongoing
classes. Don is also the Fight
Director for the Minnesota
Renaissance Festival and frequently teaches at Park Square
Theatre. Students of [They Fight]
Stage Combat School collected
over 140 lbs of food for their
charity drive this October to bencontinued on page 4
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efit the Senior Food Shelf
of NE Minneapolis. Jackie
Schmillen, of Iowa,
recently graduated from
the University of Miami in
Miami, Florida where she
studied with Certified
Teachers Bruce Lecure
and Tiza Garland. Cliff
Lawson, of Missouri, is
currently working as the
fight director for the
Kansas City Renaissance
Festival.
Anjila "Anj" Kozel Olsen
is currently studying under
Donald Preston and performed at the MN
Renaissance Festival.
Symmonie Steger also
performed in the Human
Combat Chess Game at the
MN Renaissance Festival
and appeared as both
Banquo and Macduff in the
Minnesota Fringe Festival
production of Macbeth:
Weyward Magicke under
the Fight Direction of
Donald Preston.Please feel
free to contact me and let
me know about specific
jobs you are
working on!
PHBurt@aol.com

Look for more
Regional Reports
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A Message from the
Friend, Actor/Combatant, Advanced Actor/Combatant
Representative

Al Foote Ill
It seems like at this time of year everyone in the printed media does a piece
looking back on the previous year and looking forward to the next. Far be it
from me to buck tradition, so here it goes ...
2002 has been a year of growth for the SAFD. The Society has reached record
numbers of active members and is striving to better serve membership at all
levels through professional growth, heightened recognition in the theatrical
community, re-shaping the NSCW to better serve ACTOR/Combatants, not to
mention improved delivery of the Fight Master, the Cutting Edge and membership cards.
I'd like to thank our Secretary, Angela Bonacasa, for her incredibly dedicated
work over the past year, as well as the other members of the SAFD's leadership
- the officers, the other member representatives, Julia Rupkalvis (our
Executive Director), Allen Suddeth and Mike Chin as the Barn and NSCW
coordinators respectively, the College of Fight Masters, and a lot of other
unsung people who make your SAFD thrive and grow. Most of these people
work on a volunteer basis in addition to doing what they do for a living.
As the Friend, Actor/Combatant, Advanced Actor/Combatant Representative I
receive a lot of communication from people who need help with SAFD related
matters - help finding Certified Teachers and Fight Directors in their area, clarification on Skills Proficiency Test procedures, printed materials that aren't
arriving, etc. For the most part, people are aware of the volunteer nature of the
Society and understand that sometimes requests can't be fulfilled immediately.
Unfortunately, there are also members who feel just the opposite. My response
to those who feel the SAFD is not doing an adequate job is always the same: I
acknowledge that we're not perfect and I suggest that they pitch in. Volunteer.
If you think that you can do a better job, please step up.
I think the key to the SAFD is right there in our name: Society. In order for a
society to thrive, all of its members need to take an active part. If you are truly
interested in the Society of American Fight Directors being a nationally relevant part of the theatrical community and an organization that can help you and
your colleagues on your career paths, whatever those may be, make yourself a
New Year's resolution to be a bigger part of your society. There are committees that need active, interested people to get things accomplished. Many of the
elected roles in the SAFD are open to any member in good standing. If you are
interested, contact me, contact your Regional Representative, or contact your
teachers or mentors within the organization. The website will soon have a list
of the active committees, so you can see if there are any that hold an interest
for you.
The Friends, Actor/Combatants and Advanced Actor/Combatants are a huge
part of this organization. If we all give a little of ourselves, we can help to
make this organization great.

in the next issue of
The Cutting Edge

Happy Holidays!
Al Foote III
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JULIA RUPKALVIS ..•

in the spotlight
by Symmonie Steger

This Ph.D. in Theatrical Hoplology,
(the study of how different cultures
deal with conflict and its application
to performance) is our new
Executive Director and here is your
chance to get to know her better!
Julia was born in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, moving to Minneapolis
in the fourth grade. She is the
youngest of eight children and says
that "might be why I was attracted
to stage combat!"
She began her career in stage combat while working at such renaissance festivals as the Bristol
Renaissance Faire, located between
Chicago and Milwaukee, while
attending Northwestern University.
When asked to share with us why
she chose to pursue this art form
and she responded "I became interested in stage combat as an art form
because it was cool! Besides that, it
seems to me that physical conflict is
one of the purest forms of human
drama. The audience response, to
me, is like the response to music;
the pre-verbal part of the brain
responds independent of intellect
and you can reach right to the heart
of the observer. Dialog requires a
different form of analytical interpretation."
After Bristol, Julia worked with
Chicago's Ring of Steel (no connection to the group in Ann Arbor). She
then continued her studies with
Chuck Conwell in Philadelphia,
prompting her to attend the NSCW.
While living in Philly, she was cast
in Starship Troopers moving her to
Los Angeles where she began "this
whole weird film thingy." Her work

has encompassed many projects, not
the least of which being her work
with Warriors, Inc., a military
advising company, led by Captain
Dale Dye, USMC (ret). They are
best known for training actors and
guiding close to 50 productions
including such prestigious films as
Platoon, Saving Private Ryan, and
Band of Brothers. She comes by
this both through her hard work and
genetics: her father fought in the
Army Air Corps during World War
II and Julia says that "fueled my
interest in the military and performance."
Since many members associate Julia
with Asian studies and combat
styles we asked her to elaborate on
their role in her life. She began by
studying Aikido because "I felt to
improve and develop my stage combat skills I needed to train regularly,
like a dancer, and I didn't have a
stage combat group that trained in
the same way at that time. Aikido
offered continual practice in falls,
stressed working with patiners
rather than fighting opponents (like
stage combat), and you could train
with weapons as a white belt. Most
other styles don't allow weapons
use until black belt and I love
weapons and didn't want to wait! I
learned to love the sty le for itself in
time, and am now an instructor
rank." She has since co-directed the
Terminator 2:3D and Jaws attractions for Universal Studios Japan.
Additionally, she had the distinctive
honor three years ago to travel to
China "as part of a delegation representing women's martial artists
from North America, where we
traveled the country and learned

from Chinese masters of a variety of
art forms , including "movie kungfu" which was particularly interesting to me. Their ideals and styles
aren't that different from what the
Society tries to promote. I think the
thing I'd like to bring back to western combatants is the idea of regular
training. You can't take the National
Workshop, do nothing for three
years, and promote yourself as a
trained fighter. I see that far too
much in the States."
All of these incredible experiences
are just a small portion of the rich
tapestry of expertise she brings to
us as Executive Director. Julia has
long been an active member of the
Society, volunteering her time in
many ways. She says "my favorite
part of the SAFD is the "Society"
pot1ion, the idea of being a family
of performers, teachers, and directors with shared passions. It's an
unusual field and it's nice not to feel
alone. I was interested in the role of
Executive Director to try and bring
together our various projects and
goals over the coming years. The
Society is in a great place right now.
With proper long-term planning and
financial management, there's no
telling where we can go in the
future."
So, Doctor Julia will be here to help
us as we continue to grow, to thrive,
to try new things. As she says,
"Who knew that such an odd degree
would lead me to train Federation
soldiers on the bridge of the
Enterprise in Las Vegas! You never
know where your path will lead
you." Luckily for us, hers led
straight to our door.
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Minutes from the Governing Body Meeting
during the NSCW in Las Vegas
Proposals: July, 2002
Passed:
- Formation of scholarship fund to fund any current or future workshops.
- P&P will be adjusted to reflect Single Weapon rather than 2 weapon renewal: 3 hours per individual weapon.
- Renewal fee ($15 to SAFD and $10 to FM) will remain the same.
- $35 testing fee will cover ALL tests adjudicated in one session-includes full SPTs and renewals.
- Need SAFD invoice for testing institutions ... to be given to all those who teach SPTs.
- Immediate past president will not be in the NSCW rotation (for the entire new presidency, or just one year?)
- Formation of Emeritus Committee to confer with FMs and come up with verbiage for what Emeritus status means (within
the SAFD). -Drew
- Coy! and Hayes made signateurs on the Las Vegas bank account
- In order to teach SPTs, FMs must renew CT status.
- Formation ofTTW Curriculum Committee
- Regional Reps will have their dues waived.
- P&P states that travel for the NSCW may be up to $600 .. .it should be changed to "what the budget allows"
- Mentor committee becomes a standing committee
- Creation of Firearm Safety Committee (Rupkalvis, Don Preston, Scot Mann)
- Beginning with the next administration, all officers (Pres, VP, Sec, and Treas) will have dues waived for life. Does NOT
include fees, which are not waived. (NOTE: This does NOT apply to previous administrations. All those who have
already had dues and fees waived will continue to do so.)
- Chuck and Andrew become signateurs on Rustin account.
- Put heads of performances unions (AGMA, Equity, SSD&C) as members under organization
- SAFD will underride Drew's trip to NY to meet with John Dillon

ot Passed:
Waive the fixed $25 teacher maximum rate per individual weapon for a period of one year (except at Regional
Workshops).
- Resubmitted proposal: $50 maximum instead of $25 for individual weapon.

-

Tabled:
- Plaque for Henry Marshal for dedication in the RADA prize fights: brass plate with engraved name for each year until
Drew talks with Richard about what exactly they would like.
- Can $25 ($10/$15) renewal fees done in conjunction with SPTs be part of the financial information instead of being listed
separately, as they are now? Drew wanted to talk to Brian first.
- Should CTs vote for CTs only, FDs for FDs only, and Fms for FMs only? Tabled for discussion until Scot arrived.
- Drew wants to discuss brochure with Julia before making final decision. (keep, or cut?)

Miscellaneous:
- Scot will type up "Food Fight" proposal.
- Drew to get feedback from FMs on NSCW rotation before we vote in any change.
- For CTs who want to teach at the NSCW, ... perhaps the GB should decide which teacher "personifies" that position, and
then figure out the rules from there.
- Robert Westley resigns as Head of Marketing Committee, and Coyl dissolved the committee. Instead, perhaps Andrew
should discuss with Julia about a general budget line for marketing needs.
- Discussion about poster bids ... Tovar looks good, but does his price include postage? Can't decide until we know.
-Advertise in American Theatre (instead of stage directions)
- Can we create a formal photo archive so that there are always pictures available for the Fight Master, etc.?
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Meet the New Executive Director

Julia Rupkalvis
I'm excited to speak with you today in my new role as the Executive Director of the SAFD. It's very
thrilling for me to be able to continue my work in improving communications within the Society, developing our role in the greater community of the performance arts, and building resources to continue and
expand our projects. I am working on gaining outside financial resources, managing volunteers and staff,
marketing and public relations, and more ... all with the help of our amazing team of volunteers, board
members, and consulting staff. I am dedicated to the continual improvement of the Society, and to do
that, I ask you for your help. Take a minute and look at the list below and see if you might be interested
in becoming even more involved.
Thanks to you all. The membership is the Society.
Be safe,
Julia Rupkalvis
Things you can do to better the Society:
Represent the Society well. If you're an Actor/Combatant, keep your skills up and shine at auditions.
Let your Regional Representative know when you're going to perform; some of us might come out and see
you! If you're a higher-level member, do what you've always done and keep your abilities and your knowledge at top level. Research! Write a book ... submit your findings to our publications. And if you're a Friend,
thank you for being the unsung heroes of the Society. Your support through your membership and your
love of the art form keep us all going. Keep up the good work! If you need to renew your membership, you
can do that on our web site at www.safd.org.
Let us know how we can improve the Society to fulfill your needs. I'd love to hear your suggestions
on how we can better support you. Or send us a high-five and let us know if your Regional Representative
or other Society staff person has done a terrific job. Email me at ExecDir@safd.org.
Give someone a Gift Membership to the Society! Do you know someone who'd appreciate our publications? Do you have a friend looking to further their skills as a performer or teacher? Send a gift to help
them on their way. You can do this on the web site, too!
Get involved ... we have a variety of committees doing very interesting work. Is there an aspect of the
Society's work to which you'd like to contribute? Let me know and I'll hook you up with the best way your
skills can support our mission.
Put your money where your mouth is! Have you ever considered a donation to the Society? We're a
nonprofit organization so you'll receive all the tax benefits allowable by law for your donation. Would you
like to see the armory upgraded for students at our workshops? Or help us provide scholarships for worthy
students? Your donations allow our Society to keep growing and helping others!
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Fight Master Brian Byrnes was unavailable to contribute to the recent
Anniversary issue, so, he would like to share his thoughts with you now:
Fight Master

Brian
Byrnes

I owe a great deal to those individuals who saw that I had an
interest in Stage Combat and
gave me advise on how to find
more training. As an undergraduate theatre student at the
University of Iowa, my combat
instructors included John Nelles
and James Finney, and I had
some foil fencing as well. It
was James that encouraged me
to attend the 1986 National
Stage Combat Workshop. So, I
graduated in May 1986, moved
to New York, and then went to

Memphis in July. I had an
amazingly fun time at the workshop, and every class was a joy
to be a part of. I don't think the
idea of "Testing" was a pressure on me - my partner and I
were just having a blast! We
had fun all the way to being
presented the "Patrick Crean
Award for Best
Actor/Combatants of the
Workshop". To my fortune, I
met Allen Suddeth and Rick
Sordelet that summer, and in
the fall of 1986 started taking
classes with Allen, Rick and
Richard Raether at the Actor's
Combat Training School. I had
such a good time with the work
in the summer, I told myself

"I' 11 try this for a year, and see
where it takes me." It sent me

in a direction that I have never
regretted. I trained and trained
and trained, and then trained
some more - and I loved
every minute of it. I had the
great fortune to work with
Patrick Crean for two weeks in
Stratford in 1988, and over the
years it has been a pleasure to
work with so many giving
instructors, students, directors,
and actors. The constant I have
found is that the training never
ends - and what a great opportunity that gives us! Even my
own father says to me: "A little
more practice, and you'll be an
expert."

Did we mention Membership Dues777
Keep that Holiday Spirit All Year Long
Renew your membership today! Annual renewal is due each January 1 to maintain your membership. Timely payment will insure that you have uninterrupted use
of the members only section of the website, you will continue to receive your
copies of The Cutting Edge and the Fight Master, you will to be eligible for member discounts at workshops, and your hip-happening membership card, clearly stating your member status, will arrive at your door! Membership is so cool, it's what
all the kids are asking for this year. In fact, you can even give membership as a giftjust fill out the form found on our website and note that it is a present, then stuff
every stocking this year! All you have to do is send your check, payable to the
SAFD for $35.00 ($40.00 if you live outside of the US), to: 1350 East Flamingo
Road, #25, Las Vegas, NV 89119. Or, if you would prefer to pay by credit card,
simply visit our website at www.safd.org, click on "Membership" and follow the
instructions.
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Union Negotiation Task Force Report
September 2002
by Chuck Coyl

After much discussion at the
annual meeting of the Governing
Body, it was decided that the
Task Force would proceed in the
following manner:
Regarding Society of Stage
Directors &Choreographers:

The SAFD is in the process of
talking to SSD&C about representing Fight Directors in the
same way that it now represents
Directors and Dance
Choreographers. Initial talks
went well and more talks are
scheduled for October.
Regarding Actors Equity
Association and American
Guild of Musical Artists:

The committee will collect and
disseminate to the membership at
large the current verbiage used in
contracts negotiated by these
organization pertinent to fight
direction and performance. We
will then solicit responses from
our membership on how this verbiage may be enlarged, clarified,
strengthened etc., with the hope
of taking new proposals to the
unions for use in future negotiations.
Below is the current wording
used by AGMA at several of the
venues that they have organized.
(Note: AGMA negotiates with
each venue separately so not

every AGMA contract will contain this stipulation.)

EXHIBIT "2"
AGMA REGULATIONS FOR
SAFETY WITH SWORDS
AND/OR PROPS AS
WEAPONS
For the purposes of
this Agreement all
props used as weapons,
including but not limited to swords, sharp
implements, knives,
poles or any other
like instrument, shall
be referred to as
weapons.
The EMPLOYER agrees
that whenever a production requires the
use of weapons, the
following regulations
shall apply.
1.
The EMPLOYER
shall engage a Fight
Director (see subparagraph 9.) who shall be
thoroughly familiar
with the proper use
and maintenance of the
weapons required in
the production. The
Fight Director will be
engaged during the
rehearsal process to
work with the
ARTIST(S) and Covers

in collaboration with
the Choreographer or
Stager. Instruction in
the proper and safe
use of the weapons
shall be a prerequisite prior to the
issuance of any weapon
to any ARTIST for any
rehearsal or performance. Where a question
of safety exists in
the opinion of the
Fight Director, the
Choreographer or
Stager may not overrule the Fight
Director's expert
judgment.
2.
No ARTIST shall
be required or permitted to handle any
weapon in either
rehearsal or performance until the ARTIST
feels confident that
he/she has received
adequate instructions.
3.
All weapons shall
be in the possession
of the Stage
Manager/Property
Master when not actually in use during
rehearsal or performance.
4.
It is agreed that
at the commencement of
each rehearsal involving weapons, perform-
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ance tempos shall be
modified to facilitate
a proper warm-up and
orientation prior to
rehearsing at a performance-level tempo.
5.
All weapons will
be thoroughly inspected, cleaned and inventoried by the Stage
Manager/Property
Master at the end of
each rehearsal and
performance.
6.
At the conclusion
of the weapon scene
all weapons shall be
returned to the Stage
Manager/Property
Master and stored for
safekeeping.

7.
The Fight
Director will be present for at least one
on-stage technical
rehearsal to observe
and to supervise the
actual staging of the
fight sequence.
8.
In the event that
the performance parameters change (by way
of example without
limitation: where a
smaller stage diminishes individual
ARTISTS' parameters of
safety necessitating
fewer ARTISTS, fewer
weapons, or revised
choreography), the
Fight Director will
supervise restaging.
Such restaging may be

THE Cll'JTING EDGE

devised in advance in
anticipation of a
change in performance
parameters (by way of
example without limitation: in preparation
for performances on
smaller stages during
tours)
9.*
The Fight
Director must hold
current certification
from the Society of
American Fight
Directors.

[*AGMA is willing to
consider additional,
appropriate certifications and Societies
for inclusion in #9.]
Extraordinary Risk The term
"Extraordinary Risk"
shall be defined as
any portion of a *performance or rehearsal
which entails any form
of high risk feat
exposing ARTIST(S) to
possible injury
including but not limited to any of the
following:
( 1)
suspension
from trapeze, wire or
like contrivance more
than
four (4) feet above
stage floor;
(2)
performing
on stilts or like
devices which place
ARTIST'S
feet more than four
(4) feet above stage

floor;
operating
explosive or pyrotechnic devices;
( 4)
handling
fire or performing
near or around fire;
( 5)
any other
form of high risk feat
endangering ARTIST(S)
to injure as mutually
determined by a local
AGMA Committee and the
EMPLOYER prior to the
first performance.
( 3)

Notwithstanding
the foregoing, performing on any construction or apparatus
built above the stage
floor or orchestra
pit, regardless of
height, shall not be
considered
"Extraordinary Risk"
if it is of such stability, width and protective danceability
and having such railings as may be necessary as to assure the
safety of the ARTISTS
as mutually determined
by a local AGMA
Committee and the
EMPLOYER.

The Cutting Edge will
continue to report on
these negotiations in
future issues.
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Make your New Year Resolution to Have More Funf Come See Your
Stage Combat Family at One of our Great Workshopsf
The Eighth Annual
WINTER WONDERLAND WORKSHOP
JANUARY 24-26, 2003
Presented at Columbia College 72 East 11th street Chicago, IL
Three full days of instruction from Beginning to Advanced by SAFD & BAS SC Certified
Teachers, Fight Directors and Fight Masters
Workshop Fee:
Full Time Student $210
SAFD Member $225
Regional Workshop Participant
(within the last year) $225
Full Price $250
SAFD Unarmed & Rapier/Dagger Renewal (additional $75)
Space is Limited
Mail registration information (Name, Address, Phone, Skill Level) and checks to:
John McFarland
1146 South Ridgeland Ave.
Oak Park, IL 60304
Questions Call 708-660-0636 or
E-mail chicagowww@aoJ.com

THE EMPIRE
March 2 & 3, 2003
London,U.K.
A two-day intensive workshop designed to give participants the opportunity to
explore the stage combat 'road less travelled'.
The cost of the workshop is 100 GBP.
10% discount for BAS SC members.
15% "early bird"discount if booked by February 15, 2003
For more information visit http://www.bassc.org/wsho pFrameset.htm
Or e-mail info@bassc.org

Other Upcomine Workshops :
The Boil at Louisiana Tech is Ruston, LA- Easter Weekend
The National Fight Director Training Program at the Celebration Barn in Maine- June 2003
The National Stage Combat Workshop- July 2003

Coming in_the next issue...
"Learn about the Celebration Barn and what makes it so special"
"Find out how to apply for a scholarship to attend the NSCW"
"A How-to guide for the website"
"More Regional Reports"

The Cuttmg F.dge
is a publication of the,SAFD
in which no animals were

and
Much, Much, MORE!

harmed during its creation.
Please send all submissions to:
Symmonie Steger
rubywren@hotmail.com

and
John Tovar
Jtovar l 972@aol.com
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